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Hardware has been constantly augmented for security considerations since the advent of computers. There
is also a common perception among computer users that hardware does a relatively better job on security
assurance compared to software. Yet, the community has long lacked a comprehensive study to answer
questions such as how hardware security support contributes to security, what kind of improvements have
been introduced to improve such support and what its advantages/disadvantages are.

By generalizing various security goals, we taxonomize hardware security features and their security
properties that can aid in securing program execution, considered as three aspects, i.e., state correctness,
runtime protection and input/output protection. Based on this taxonomy, the survey systematically examines
1) the roles: how hardware is applied to achieve security; and 2) the problems: how reported attacks have
exploited certain defects in hardware. We see that hardware’s unique advantages and problems co-exist and it
highly depends on the desired security purpose as to which type to use. Among the survey findings are also
that code as part of hardware (aka. firmware) should be treated differently to ensure security by design; and
how research proposals have driven the advancement of commodity hardware features.

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Security in hardware; Software and application security;
Systems security.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Hardware Security Support, Trusted Execution Environments

1 INTRODUCTION
For decades, software has been facedwith advanced attacks that challenge its security, as exemplified
by code reuse attacks [20, 135], side channels [108, 152], firmware/rootkit-level attacks [53, 70, 71,
76, 137] and physical memory attacks [68, 120, 178]. Traditionally, the protection of software against
such attacks has been limited to software mechanisms. For example, software may deploy bounds
checking [121, 183], stack cookies [41] or control-flow integrity [1, 28] enforcement. However, such
defenses have been limited in deployment, partially due to their performance impact, e.g., while the
overhead is reduced from SoftBound [121]’s 71% to WPBOUND [183]’s 45%, it is still significant.1
More recently, security software tends to resort to hardware mechanisms to counter such advanced
attacks, as reflected in the paradigm of trusted computing [100].
In general, implementations of a security mechanism can involve software, hardware, or both.

Nonetheless, there exists a common belief in hardware’s advantages [146] in security over software
considering the following aspects: (1) Immutability. Hardware being implemented in physical silicon
cannot be easily modified by a remote attacker. This makes hardware support useful under strong
adversarial models, e.g., rootkit- [101] and hypervisor- [92] level threats; (2) Efficiency. Without
the need to load and decode software instructions on general-purpose functional units, hardware
can be specialized to a task thus offering better performance and energy efficiency; (3) Finally,
hardware being the boundary/interface between the physical world and software makes it a natural
1In comparison, their hardware-based counterparts can achieve much lower performance overhead, e.g., HardBound [45]
5% to 9% and HardScope [125] 3.2%.
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trust anchor, especially when it comes to securing user-machine interactions (see Section 5.2). For
example, users know without ambiguity which piece of hardware they are interacting with, such
as pressing a button or checking an LED security indicator.

Fig. 1. Intel’s hardware/firmware-based features and their years of introduction. Included are features: dedi-
cated to security, as a foundation of security, or relied on by proposed security solutions. Note that this figure
depicts the timeline but not necessarily the current availability of these features on all CPU/chipset models.

Over time, computer manufacturers have added various features in consideration of security.
Figure 1 lists certain security-related hardware features introduced by Intel since 2005 (part of
which will be discussed in this article). This phenomenon is analogous to adding more and more
features to software, as pointed out by Baumann [16], which may make hardware share the
behavior or even problems of software, e.g., memory corruption vulnerabilities like buffer overflows
in hardware/firmware (e.g., CVE-2017-5705, CVE- 2017-5706). Therefore, we have a reason to
wonder what roles the introduced hardware features play in improving security and how, through
a systematic survey. This topic has been partially covered in the literature, yet none specifically
achieves the exact purpose. For instance, Baumann [16]’s work was to briefly discuss the various
implications of hardware being implemented more like software; Zhang and Zhang [189] focused
on one special type of hardware features that support isolated execution; Dangwal et al. [42] chose
an angle of software-hardware-security codesign to examine how feedback flows between the three
aspects of software, hardware and security; Maene et al. [109] conducted a survey on hardware
features for trusted computing (mainly isolation and attestation).

In this survey, we aim to study the hardware improvements to computing platforms that directly
and indirectly benefit security (refer to Section 2 for detailed scoping), with a focus on secure
program execution, and create a taxonomy according to the security properties they possess. We
deem the secure execution of computer programs to be the foundation for individual security
purposes, e.g., authentication or data encryption, which will all eventually rely on secure execution.
We intend to study and answer the following research questions in response to the phenomenon
reflected in Figure 1 through this survey:
• RQ1:Howdoes hardware support contribute to achieving secure program execution, in particular,
with what kind of security properties?

• RQ2: How do various security mechanisms/tools take advantage of hardware security support?
• RQ3:What problems have been identified with hardware security support in terms of attacks

and other factors such as usability?
To answer RQ1, we propose to model where a program runs as an execution environment

(EE), and break down the goal of secure execution into three aspects: state correctness, runtime
protection and input/output protection (see Section 3.1). We then categorize hardware features into
execution modes, extensions to the modes and co-processors (see Section 3.2), which collectively
protect the EE, some taking care of state correctness with isolation from outside threats and some
hardening the execution against common attack vectors internally, as shown in Table 1 for selected
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A Survey of Hardware Improvements to Secure Program Execution 3

commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) and academically proposed hardware features. This naturally
forms a two-dimensional taxonomy: types of hardware support and types of security properties.
As for the roles hardware plays in improving security (RQ2), we examine typical use cases as
seen in existing academic/commercial security applications and make the connection with the
advantages of hardware (see Section 5). Finally, despite the (relative) advantages over software-
based mechanisms, hardware also has its attack vectors (RQ3). Therefore, we also review where
hardware security support still needs improvements with regard to reported attacks, usability and
adoptability. In particular, we attempt to examine the attacks systematically and discuss likely
causes from multiple perspectives (see Section 6.1).
Contributions. We summarize our contributions in this survey as follows:

• To better understand hardware’s role in securing program execution, we use a taxonomy to
examine hardware security features based on their security properties with case studies. In
particular, we discuss how execution modes, their extensions, and co-processors complement
each other to ensure state correctness, runtime and I/O protection of program execution.

• We survey the state-of-the-art application of hardware security support, and see how the security
properties enable hardware security features to play their role in various use cases of both
research proposals and commercial solutions.

• We also discuss what can go wrong with hardware security support despite its advantages. The
main focus is on attacks that have been identified and reported in the community with our
analysis of likely causes.

2 SURVEY SCOPE

Hardware in this survey. In its narrow sense, the term “hardware” only refers to the immutable
hardware, i.e., the physical silicon, as opposed to code. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that a
common perception of hardware also implicitly includes firmware that runs on the hardware. The
term firmware [156] denotes a type of software that resides in special storage (such as read-only
memory and hidden sectors of a drive) and is not “soft” enough to be updated [150]. Firmware
implements functionality that is logically part of the hardware providing abstractions (e.g., the
instruction set architecture—ISA). Thus, although firmware is also code, like software, it is often
treated as part of hardware. In this survey, where it concerns hardware security support, we also
consider firmware as part of the broad-sense hardware.
Academically proposed features. As seen from the evolution paths of hardware security support,
they often start from pure software designs, followed by hardware changes proposed by academia,
before eventually being adopted by manufacturers as hardware features on commodity systems.
For example, the timeline of buffer-overflow (related) attack defenses is: early compiler-assisted
software-based checks represented by RAD [36] (2001) and SoftBound [121] (2009) were followed
by later proposals gradually introducing hardware changes evaluated using simulation/emulation,
such as SDMP [46] (2015) and Low-fat pointers [98] (2013); then, real hardware extensions were
made available by manufacturers like Intel Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) [127] (circa 2015)
and Intel Control-flow Enforcement Technology (CET) [82] (circa 2020). Another example is isolated
execution environments. Research proposals like Iso-X [56], AEGIS [153], and XOM [105] paved
the way for the advent of Intel SGX [39].
Based on this observation, the survey will cover both COTS features (to examine what users

are exposed to — the status-quo) and proposed hardware changes in research (to see where such
features originated), with the exception of Section 6.1 which exclusively focuses on documented
attacks, not applicable to research proposals. The taxonomy (as shown in Table 1) will have a
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slightly more focus on COTS features as we would like to examine how “hardware improvements”
have been gradually added along the evolution that are available as building blocks to secure
program execution. Research proposals are discussed in Sections 4.4 and 5.2.
Secure execution. We only survey hardware security support from the perspective of protecting
the execution of computer programs (software serving a specific purpose). This is justified by
the fact that other perspectives are built on top of or just rely on secure program execution. For
example, secure communication needs secure execution of the protocol stack on individual hosts;
authentication relies on the integrity of the checking logic (in addition to protecting the secrets).
With regard to what “secure” execution entails (e.g., the security properties), refer to Section 3.1.

Execution environment (EE): we refer to where the computer program runs as its execution
environment. An EE is determined by the combination of all hardware/software abstractions that
underlies and supports the program. For a user-level process, its EE includes virtual memory
(the address mapping and isolation from outside) supported by the hardware, e.g., the memory
management unit (MMU), and software, including the OS kernel. In comparison, certain hypervisor
code (underlying the OS) runs in an EE contributed by almost hardware alone, i.e., “bare-metal”.
Varying threat models. It is important to note that various hardware security features assume
different threats, not to mention their applications can have further different security assumptions.
Therefore, wemay not have a unified threatmodel throughout the survey. To facilitate the discussion,
we consider several typical (but non-exhaustive) adversary types, which will be used in subsequent
discussions, physical (ADV_PHY), privileged compared to victim code (ADV_PRIV, i.e., kernel-level
or VMM-level) and unprivileged compared to victim code (ADV_UNP). Generally speaking, when
the adversary is more privileged than the victim (ADV_PRIV), e.g., kernel-level for a regular user
process, isolation or memory protection may become ineffective, and the victim code/data could
thus be directly accessed by the adversary. Otherwise, in the case of ADV_UNP, the adversary
may resort to exploiting vulnerabilities within the victim EE with crafted input without breaking
isolation (see memory/type safety assurance in Section 5.2 and side channels in Section 6.1.2). In
line with the surveyed works, by ADV_PHY, we refer to only simple lab efforts by a human attacker,
such as adding/removing components, wiretapping, changing jumpers, excluding sophisticated
capabilities like chip decapping/imaging, etc., or physical malicious devices introduced by the
attacker, e.g., a tampered USB dongle. Note that availability is sometimes a non-goal especially
when ADV_PHY is in-scope, i.e., excluding the DoS (denial-of-service) attacks.

3 HARDWARE SUPPORT FOR SECURE EXECUTION

This section starts with what secure program execution entails (i.e., the expected security
properties), and then presents a taxonomy of hardware security support of three types, followed by
a few examples of each type.

3.1 Aspects of Secure Execution
We consider the execution of a program to be secure when necessary security properties (e.g., in-
tegrity, confidentiality, freshness) corresponding to the execution are ensured. At a high level, these
security properties can be classified into state correctness, runtime protection, and input/output
protection. Each program has critical data that determines its execution state to be stored per-
sistently/temporarily when it is not in execution, e.g., interrupted, exited, not started, or failed.
Such state data includes but is not limited to initial program input/parameters, execution results,
and internal data structures/metadata. State correctness needs to be ensured when the program
starts/resumes execution. Runtime protection ensures the legitimacy of various memory accesses
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when the program is in execution. Moreover, there is a third aspect: the program needs to commu-
nicate with outside of its EE at runtime. The communication could be with software outside the EE,
peripheral devices (e.g., a keyboard), or a remote party, which will all fall in (runtime) input/output
protection. Note that although all three aspects are required to achieve secure execution, specific
hardware security support may only offer part of them (the design goal).

3.1.1 State Correctness. The program’s state needs to be protected in two aspects: 1) initial state
and 2) state continuity. If the initial state of a program is wrong, no subsequent correct execution
can be expected. The program needs to start from a verifiably correct state according to certain
specifications/policies, and its code being loaded for execution is integrity-protected. This can be
done either statically through cryptographic checking once when deploying the code (denoted
as Update in Table 1), or in certain cases every time the system is booted (denoted as Boot), or
dynamically by re-verifying it at each launch-time (denoted as Launch). State continuity refers to
the correct state when the program returns from exits/interrupts/failures. Although the situation
is similar to the initial state, the resumed state carries information about previous execution
with an additional requirement for preventing rollback attacks, where a stale/non-fresh state is
provided to serve the attacker’s purpose (e.g., so as to allow unlimited password guesses even with
rate-limiting in place). There have been research proposals addressing this [110, 132, 151]. The
typical adversary in such attacks is ADV_UNP (due to inability to compromise runtime state) as
ADV_PRIV/ADV_PHY has other more powerful means to tamper with the EE.

3.1.2 Runtime Protection. Once started, the program may be attacked directly by code outside
the EE or indirectly due to bugs inside the EE being exploited. We generalize such attacks to be
violating the following types of memory accesses:

• Read/Write (R/W). This refers to data access control. Code outside the EE should not be able to
read/write what is inside unless intended, as is often achieved by isolation. Meanwhile, code
inside the EE should not have arbitrary read/write accesses spatially or temporarily (triggered by
the attacker’s input to serve a malicious purpose), which can be prevented by various fine-grained
restrictions (see Extensions in Section 3.3 for details).

• Execute (X). To execute from a memory location is equivalent to loading the corresponding
address into the program counter (e.g., the IP register of x86), either explicitly (e.g., a jump) or
implicitly (e.g., a return). We generalize it to be the execute access to a memory address.

Such accesses can be further generalized to cover CPU/chipset registers (except for X as it is not
applicable) and the R/W protection is often reflected in privileges, e.g., on x86, user-space code
cannot modify the control register CR3 which points to the page tables for virtual addressing.

3.1.3 Input/output Protection. A program needs to have output and, optionally, input to be useful
to the user. If the input provided at run-time or the output generated by the execution were
manipulated, input/output security would be undermined. We only consider the “path” between
the party providing/receiving the input/output and the EE (assuming both to be trusted). The path
usually involves multiple hops before reaching the EE in question, e.g., another device, physical
peripheral, drivers in the OS, middleware, hence possibly faced with one or multiple of ADV_PHY,
ADV_PRIV and even ADV_UNP. Therefore, the protection we discuss here applies between a
specific hop and the EE. To protect runtime input/output, there could be two types of defenses:

• Software (SW)-Verified. By using cryptography or a tamper-evident equivalent, code (software)
in/outside the EE can verify the integrity of the received data without trusting the communication
path.
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• Hardware (HW)-Enforceable. When the EE has control over the communication path (e.g., with
a higher privilege), a secure channel can be established by hardware, explicitly protecting the
exchanged data.

Figure 2 maps the three aspects of secure execution to an abstracted life cycle of a program.

�✁✂✄☎✆✝✄☎ ✢

✞✟✠

✡✆☛☛☞☛✌

✍☛✠✄✡✡✆✎✠✄☎✏✄✑☞✠✄☎✏

✒✓✟✡✠✄☎ ✢

✔✆☛☛☞☛✌ ✕

✖✆✠✗☞☎✄ ✘✘

✍☛✗☞☎✄ ✘✘

✍☛✎✆✠✏✟✆✠✎✆✠ ✙

✚✛✜✛✣✤
✥ ✦✣✧★✧✩✪ ✫★✩★✛
✬ ✭★✩★✛ ✮✯✣★✧✣★✰✧★✱

✲ ✳✰✣★✧✴✛ ✩✮✮✛✫✫
✵ ✦✣✶✰★✷✯✰★✶✰★

✸✟✒☎☞☛✌ ✹

Fig. 2. An example Execution Environment (EE) states and the security properties involved in state transitions.

3.2 Taxonomy
Current hardware security support can be taxonomized based on their similarities in being able to
achieve secure execution. We show in Table 1 that hardware security support can be categorized
into three types: execution modes, extensions to execution modes and co-processors.
Type I: Execution Modes. An execution mode refers to the combination of processor hardware
settings that influence program execution, often entered/exited with a register/instruction/event.
In different modes, the processor behaves differently with different architectural features (e.g.,
new instructions). New execution modes introduced on a general-purpose processor (which is by
default shipped with fundamental modes like x86’s real/protected modes, and the latest 64-bit (sub)
mode [81]) can directly provide security-enhancing capabilities to the execution environment where
tasks run. In consideration of potential co-located ADV_UNP, we also distinguish whether an execu-
tionmode is based on the physical address space, hence exclusive, or virtual address spaces (e.g., user-
level or VM-level), hence concurrent, supporting multiple instances (denoted with a † in Table 1)
Type II: Extensions.Hardware security features added to a processormay not create new execution
modes, but instead augment existing execution modes, e.g., by placing more restrictions on what is
allowed. Such hardware support can be considered an extension. Different from execution modes,
an extension is not marked by any entry/exit, but more flexibly accessible, e.g., locally specific to
memory references, objects, pages, code segments, etc.
Type III: Co-processors. Certain security support can also go off the main processor and exist in
the form of a dedicated processor, commonly referred to as a co-processor (as opposed to the main
processor). Note that, if the purpose is to support secure code execution on the main processor,
the co-processor needs to be inherently supported by the main processor or its firmware, so that
its software does not need privileged code (e.g., device drivers) to make use of the co-processor.
Otherwise, software has to be part of the trusted computing base (TCB) for the co-processor
to achieve its purpose. We refer to this property of a co-processor as software transparency. A
counterexample is the commonly used graphics processing unit (GPU) on PCs and servers, which
requires a driver to be installed in the OS/hypervisor, and may not protect against ADV_PRIV.

The rationale behind the taxonomy above is that hardware security features falling in the same
category demonstrate similar security properties in achieving secure execution, as shown in the
columns “Initial state” and “Runtime access”, in Table 1. Nonetheless, this also naturally matches
their technical implementation, e.g., co-processors are all stand-alone from the main processor, and
execution modes are enter-able and exit-able.
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Feature Arch FW Initial state Runtime access Input/output

I:
Ex

ec
ut
io
n
M
od

es

VMX† x86 f N/A

RWX
(Isolation)

SW-Verified
TXT/SVM x86 f Launch HW-Enforceable
SEV/TDX† x86 f Launch SW-Verified
PEF† [75] POWER f Launch SW-Verified

SE† System Z f Launch SW-Verified
SGX† x86 f Launch SW-Verified
SMM x86 v Update/Boot HW-Enforceable

TrustZone ARM fr N/A* HW-Enforceable
CCA Realm† ARM f Launch HW-Enforceable
XuCode [85] x86 v Update/Boot N/A
Iso-X[56] Academic f Launch SW-Verified

Sanctum [40] Academic f Launch Side channel ✗ SW-Verified

II:
Ex

te
ns
io
ns

MPX x86 f

N/A

RWX (Range)

N/A

MPK x86 f RWX (Key)
MPU/PMP ARM/RISC-V f RWX (Range)
SMAP x86 f RW (Privilege)
CET x86 f X
PAC ARM f RWX (Key)

SMEP/PXN x86/ARM f X (Privilege)
NX x86 f X
MTE ARM f RWX (Key)

TME/SME x86 f RX (Key)
CHERI Academic f RWX (Capability)

IMIX [59] Academic f RWX (Privilege)

III
:C

o-
pr
oc
es
so
rs

ME x86 v Launch+ SHM + SIG

HW-Enforceable

IE [168] x86 v Undisclosed Undisclosed
PSP x86 v Launch+ SHM + SIG

Baseband N/A v Launch+ SHM + SIG
ACPI EC x86 v Static SIG

T2 x86 v Launch+ SIG
Titan (M2) x86/ARM v Launch+ SIG
HyperCoffer Academic N/A Launch+ Undisclosed
Vigilare Academic N/A Undisclosed SHM + SIG

H100 [124] GPU (Hopper) f Launch+ SHM + SIG

Table 1. Properties of selected hardware security features.We include several representative research proposals
(denoted as “Academic” in the Arch column) among numerous other relevant ones not shown here. FW:
whether it forms a firmware EE vor not f. The distinction between firmware and software on mobile
platforms is not binary (e.g., they are just on different flash partitions) hence fr for TrustZone. *: TrustZone
does not directly protect initial state which is usually handled by the code running inside (TEE OS, Section 4.2).
Launch+: These co-processors employ various mechanisms to check for integrity before execution with their
functionality-rich OS (Section 4.1) hence designated as Launch+ covering both Update/Boot and Launch. The
runtime access regulation can be based on“Range” (specified ranges), “Privilege” (the subject code’s privilege),
“Key” (certain secrets) or “Capability” (pointer metadata). “SHM” means the co-processor shares memory
with the main processor (via memory bus) whereas “SIG” means the co-processor only uses signaling (I/O). †:
the execution mode works on virtual address spaces, allowing multiple concurrent instances.
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3.3 Example Hardware Security Support
To facilitate subsequent discussions, we select several representative COTS hardware features to
match the categories.
Execution modes. Each architecture has several fundamental execution modes one of which the
processor is always in. For instance, x86 has the 64-bit mode (a sub-mode of the long mode) as well
real/protected modes. On top of such fundamental modes, other execution modes are introduced for
various purposes. For example, to support x86 virtualization, Intel introduced the VMX root/non-
root modes (one for the hypervisor and one for guest OSes). There exist also execution modes that
are more security-oriented, as explained below (roughly in a chronological order for x86).
The system management mode (SMM) [50] has been part of the x86 architecture since the

early 1990s, which handles low-level system configuration and run-time critical events such as
hardware failures and power management. Hardware that detects these critical events raises
system management interrupts (SMIs), which in turn cause SMI handlers—code running in SMM—
to execute. SMIs can also be triggered by software. SMM can be considered to defend against
ADV_UNP due to its own highly privileged nature.

Intel Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) [80], together with its AMD counterpart — Secure
Virtual Machine (SVM), was among the early processor execution modes dedicated to security
(introduced circa 2007). It aims to create an exclusive native execution environment where bare-
metal code (e.g., OS/hypervisor) can run, by superseding any already started program on the same
processor, hence also called a late launch. The programmer can specify a region of code known as
the measured launch environment (MLE) [80] which will be protected in terms of both memory
access and I/O access (against a weaker form of ADV_PHY; see Section 4.2). AMD SVM’s protected
region of code is referred to as the secure loader block (SLB) but limited to only 64KB in size.

Intel introduced Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [39] in 2015 for protecting user-space (hence
concurrent by our definition) code from privileged code by running it in an enclave, which is part
of a process. Unlike TXT, which can only have one instance for the entire system, there can be
multiple SGX enclaves concurrently just like regular processes managed by the assumed untrusted
OS. Enclave management relies on the potentially malicious OS (ADV_PRIV) assisted by the SGX
platform software (PSW), but enclave protection is enforced by hardware and thus the untrusted
OS, which is software, can be outside of the TCB [87].

AMD and Intel successively provided similar execution modes to protect guest VMs against other
VMs or the hypervisor (ADV_UNP/ADV_PRIV), i.e., Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) [115]
and Trust Domain Extensions (TDX) [141]. For TDX, a trust domain (TD) is achieved partially
relying on TXT for verified initial loading of the TDXmodule. IBM has also added hardware support
for secure VMs on two of its main architectures, called Protected Execution Facility (PEF) [75] and
Secure Execution (SE) [21], on POWER systems and System Z, respectively (cf. attestable cloud
infrastructure in Section 5.2). PEF and SE both can create secure guest VMs as SEV and TDX do.
The above-mentioned VM-protection execution modes are concurrent, allowing multiple instances.

On ARMCortex-A, TrustZone [122] creates two parallel worlds, secure and normal, both allowing
native execution, switchable through a privileged monitor mode. Memory/IO accesses are marked
by an NS (non-secure) bit indicating whether they pertain to the normal/secure world. The two-
world model can defend against both ADV_UNP and ADV_PRIV. TrustZone works in a similar
way on Cortex-M. ARM also caught up on the VM-level protection (similar to TDX and SEV) by
announcing in 2021 the Confidential Compute Architecture (CCA) [104], which enables the creation
of VM-level “Realms” (comparable to TDs), supported by the Realm Management Extension (RME)
hardware. This is orthogonal to the NS worlds. Note that as of this writing, there is still no COTS
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ARM CCA hardware and most proposed security solutions based on CCA make use of ARM’s
official simulation models (e.g., [192]).
Extensions.More hardware features are not designed to be execution modes, but in various forms
that extend and complement an existing EE, usually regulating run-time accesses (RWX) inside the
EE in various ways. This notion of extension, aside from not creating an execution mode, means
the new feature was extending an execution mode at the time of introduction, but thereafter may
become part of that execution mode. For example, the long-established NX bit (also known as the
Execute Disable Bit—EDB) can avoid executing “data”, leading to security consequences. Today, the
NX bit is commonly considered to be part of the baseline security protection.
The extensions can be compared in two aspects: the involved access (RWX) and the way the

extension enforces access control. For example, on x86, with all three types of accesses considered,
Intel MPX [127] enforces programmable bounds for pointer references to ensure that accesses
always fall in the expected range. On non-x86 platforms, there is also a hardware extension
called memory protection unit (MPU) [15], which allows to specify ranges of memory each having
respective permissions for RWX. ARMCortex-M (microcontrollers) makes use of the MPU to defend
against unauthorized memory accesses. It is also referred to as xPU by Qualcomm. On RISC-V, this
extension is called physical memory protection (PMP) which does roughly the same as the MPU.
Such extensions are all designated to be RWX (Range) in Table 1 (all access types range-enforced).

The range protection can also be enforced using keys (not necessarily cryptographic, depending
on the threats assumed). Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK) [160] allows tagging memory pages
with a 4-bit key so that they are accessible only to threads with a matching key. On ARM, Memory
Tagging Extension (MTE) [10] uses 4-bit tags assigned per-allocation (i.e., Key) and prevents subse-
quent pointer accesses with an incorrect tag. ARM Pointer Authentication Code (PAC) [10] protects
the integrity of the pointer (instead of tagging target memory) by signing and verifying the pointer
value. As the signature has to match, we also designate PAC as Key (i.e., without the processor-
specific key, tampered pointers cannot be re-signed). To enhance confidentiality (mainly defending
against ADV_PHY [68]), several extensions were introduced dedicated to encryption. For instance,
Intel TotalMemory Encryption (TME) or its enrichedmultiple-key versionMKTME andAMDSecure
Memory Encryption (SME) both provide new CPU instructions for key configuration and encrypt
memory at different levels of granularity and thus both are marked with Key with respect to RX.
Other extensions may also be access type-specific. For instance, the execute access (loading an

address to the program counter register) concerns control flow transfers, so the aforementioned NX
bit and the more recent Intel CET [82], protecting execution from violating control flow integrity
using shadow stack, are both assigned an X in the table. There exist also extensions defending
against confused deputy attacks [69] (i.e., privileged code tricked into abusing userspace code/data
by ADV_UNP) for data access (RW) with Supervisor Mode Access Prevention (SMAP), and execute
access (X) with Supervisor Mode Execution Protection (SMEP), of which ARM’s counterpart is
privileged execute-never (PXN).
Co-processors. Below, we list several typical co-processors with software transparency, i.e.,
inherently recognized by the main processor or its firmware. Such co-processors are usually either
part of the chip package (e.g., multi-chip module, MCM) or at least part of the motherboard, e.g., as
a microcontroller in the I/O subsystem.

Intel Management Engine (ME) [136] is a co-processor running on all Intel chipsets manufactured
after circa 2008.2 It is a stand-alone computer system with its own processor and memory, and
runs critical system management tasks. The ME is micro-architecturally supported, i.e., the system

2The ME was later renamed to CSME (converged security and manageability engine) and for mobile/embedded platforms, it
is called TXE (trusted execution engine) and SPS (server platform services) for servers. We refer to it just as ME hereafter.
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works with ME, transparently to any software unless software explicitly calls it for service. Similar
to the ME, Intel Innovation Engine (IE) [168] is also a co-processor but little information has
been disclosed (reportedly available for deploying third-party trustlets; see below). AMD Platform
Security Processor (PSP) [52] (with an ARM processor) is a counterpart of Intel ME. The baseband
processor (BP) is a processor dedicated to telecommunication functionalities, e.g., protocol stack
and signal processing for GSM/LTE, etc. BP is different from the application processor (AP), which
could be of any architecture including ARM as mostly seen currently.
The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a security chip residing on the motherboard of many

x86 systems and certain mobile platforms. The TPM provides numerous well-defined security and
cryptographic functions. It contains volatile memory called platform configuration registers (PCRs)
which can only be updated by a specific irreversible operation extend to hold measurement data,
and its non-volatile storage can be accessed as “indices” with various forms of protection. Note that
although TPMs are usually transparent to software3, they are passive and not programmable (accept-
ing commands for only a fixed set of operations) to run arbitrary code. But they play an important
role in security and are used by various hardware security support, e.g., Intel TXT and AMD SVM.
Co-processors allowing deployable firmware, as opposed to fixed functionality, can host code

to achieve various security purposes. In this case, such code is called trustlets in certain termi-
nology [31], e.g., the Boot Guard and Platform Trust Technology (PTT) mentioned in Figure 1
running in Intel ME. These trustlets can serve as hardware-based security building blocks. We
simply consider the trustlets as an application of the corresponding hardware security support (ME
in this case) in Section 5.2.
Along the line of confidential computing (see Section 5.2), NVIDIA released the first GPU

H100 [124] that supports trusted execution environments on GPUs in addition to CPUs, and even
partitioned into multiple mutually untrusted isolated units called MIGs (Multi-Instance GPUs).

4 CASE STUDIES
Not all EEs are intended to provide all the aforementioned security properties (let alone security
might not be a design goal). In this section, we examine two cases of EEs designed with explicit
security considerations: Firmware EEs and trusted execution environment (TEE)s, and their security
properties as shown in Table 1. Pertinent to the observation that certain features of commodity
hardware are adopted from research proposals (in Section 2), a proposed EE (e.g., a combination
of software and hardware) can simply be made a single execution mode by the manufacturer.
Therefore, we will see in the following that the discussed commodity firmware EEs and TEEs are
also themselves execution modes.

4.1 Firmware EEs
Firmware is part of the TCB of almost all software and hardware-assisted security solutions.
This also includes SGX which Intel claimed to exclude firmware to minimize the TCB, because
SGX actually relies on a portion of firmware in the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) flash chip
for monotonic counters [110], and also the SGX functionalities are partially implemented in
CPU microcode/XuCode (which can be considered a special form of firmware from a security
perspective) [39].4 Because of this, firmware execution is often protected by various mechanisms
in an effort to make it more trustworthy. We classify firmware EEs into two types, based on where
they reside, and examine their ability to satisfy the three aspects of secure execution.
3Host firmware (see Section 4.1) uses the TPM to measure/record the integrity of the loaded code upon power-on or restart,
independent of and transparent to regular software.
4Microcode aligns with Opler’s original definition of firmware [129] in 1967, although it does not run the same ISA as other
firmware but instead contributing to the creation of the ISA.
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Host firmware. This refers to firmware running on the main processor. In the case of x86, it
mainly includes the BIOS/UEFI5 firmware, which performs the early (but complex) initialization
before bootloaders like GRUB [142] and the OS. Nevertheless, host firmware’s influence extends
beyond boot time. For instance, code running in the aforementioned SMM persists after system
boot. Similarly, when a computer wakes up from sleep modes, its system and peripheral state
remains uninitialized, the UEFI Boot Scripts as part of the host firmware get executed to reinitialize
the system to the pre-sleep state. Host firmware can also include CPU microcode, which is used
to implement various interfaces/instructions that may be called by software. A similar situation
is for Intel’s XuCode [85], which is on top of the microcode. Note that different from other host
firmware, microcode and Xucode are not at the same abstraction level: while other host firmware
runs the x86 ISA, microcode runs the micro-operations and XuCode runs the XuCode ISA (which
eventually calls microcode), both creating the x86 ISA. Host firmware inevitably shares the same
processor and, to a certain extent, memory with other untrusted code.

Co-processor firmware. Such firmware executes on a dedicated co-processor, which gives a natural
edge over host firmware in terms of isolation (despite the remaining attack surface discussed in
Section 6.1, e.g., caused by shared memory/storage with the main processor).

Firmware EEs on COTS systems are usually not open to developers (other than OEMs) to deploy
new code. This can be seen from Table 1, wherever the column FW has a filled circle ( v) the EE
formed by the corresponding mode will need some hackish approaches for the defense code to
be deployed (usually through exploiting a vulnerability and then having it patched [193]). ARM
TrustZone is an exception (marked with a half-filled circle fr), as to end users it is a firmware EE
(not open) but allows certain developer access in a vendor-specific manner. There are numerous
firmware EEs with diverse properties, we discuss some notable firmware EEs with respect to the
three secure execution aspects.
Initial state (FW EEs). One property common to firmware EEs is that they usually enforce update-
time/boot-time state correctness. This is initially ensured during the firmware update process often
through checking the cryptographic hash (for integrity) and signature (for authenticity) of the code
before writing it to flash memory. For instance, the BIOS update [38] for PCs (which actually updates
both host firmware (including CPU microcode) and co-processor firmware, e.g., that of Intel ME)
takes a binary image file, verifies its signature and writes it to the onboard SPI flash. The Advanced
Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) Embedded Controller (EC) [159] is a microcontroller
used to support OEM-specific implementations, whose firmware is also included in the BIOS update.

Furthermore, certain firmware is also measured on each boot, as a trade-off between the one-time
update-time verification and more secure but frequent launch-time verification (with per-launch
overhead). For example, three such mechanisms are static core root of trust for measurement
(S-CRTM) [66], UEFI Secure Boot [169] and Intel Boot Guard [54], on x86. S-CRTM calculates the
hash of the firmware components in a chained manner and stores them in the PCRs of a TPM,
making them available for remote attestation (see Section 4.2). UEFI secure boot, on the other hand,
verifies the binary image against a system-specific policy at boot time.

It is noteworthy that co-processor firmware usually provides launch-time integrity (Launch) in
addition to Update/Boot. These co-processors have full-fledged functionalities even with their own
OS, often enforcing more integrity verification other than just the initial firmware image checks.
For instance, Apple’s T2 [149] ARM-based security chip runs the bridgeOS providing a wide range
of security functions including secure boot and the Secure Enclave. Likewise, both Intel’s ME and
AMD’s PSP are functionality-rich enough [52, 148] to perform various launch integrity checks.

5The Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) is a newer standard for platform firmware that is intended to replace the
older BIOS specification.
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Last, Secure Boot is also one of the main functionalities of the Google Titan chip (covering Titan’s
own firmware as well as the host’s boot firmware). On mobile platforms, the BP’s firmware goes
through various checks including the verification by ARM TrustZone [157].
Runtime protection (FW EEs). Firmware EEs usually enforce runtime protection from external
accesses (memory isolation), which varies with firmware types: as host firmware shares the same
processor with the rest of the system, the focus is to use hardware/architectural mechanisms
to maximize isolation (e.g., protecting SMM code in system management RAM (SMRAM) [136]);
co-processor firmware is naturally isolated but due to resource constraints of the co-processor
and functionality requirements, resource sharing is inevitable (e.g., the ME shares RAM with the
CPU [55]), so the effort is to minimize sharing/exposure. Note that the co-location of co-processor
firmware and host firmware, e.g., sharing the same flash storage, is addressed by initial state security
assurance such as secure boot.
Most host firmware does not remain available to (coexist with) regular software once control

is handed off, and thus runtime protections may not apply. As one exception, on x86, the SMI
handlers in SMRAM are always there to be triggered by SMIs. They are well protected by the CPU
and memory controller, e.g., regardless of whether the CPU is in the SMM mode, no external access
(read/write/execute, hence RWX for SMM in Table 1) is allowed, even for accesses from the highly
privileged ME [136] (see Section 6.1 for attacks). Another exception is the UEFI Runtime Services
which, after the system has been initialized, still remain invocable by regular software providing
services such as resetting/shutting down the system and time. The runtime protection is relatively
weak as UEFI services are accessible by any ADV_PRIV (e.g., the OS), unless the system implements
UEFI LockBox. The idea of a LockBox is to create a “container” to maintain the the integrity of
firmware data (but not necessarily its confidentiality), which still remains a concept [181], to be
potentially implemented by individual vendors.
For co-processor firmware, we consider two coarse types of attack vectors against minimal

sharing/exposure: 1) signaling (SIG in Table 1) refers to communication with any protocols involving
sending/receiving bytes that does notmap into one another’s address space. This is usually necessary
as the co-processor needs to communicate with the main processor. 2) shared memory (SHM in
Table 1) leads to better autonomy/performance but a larger attack surface at the same time. If
memory mapping does not undergo sufficient checks, the co-processor firmware could regress to
the same situation as host firmware has faced. Next, we examine individual cases (attacks will be
discussed in Section 6.1).
As a typical co-processor firmware EE, Intel ME is inherently isolated. However, full-control

out-of-band management requires bulk data transfer capability with the main processor. Therefore,
Direct Memory Access (DMA) is constantly active via the Unified Memory Architecture (UMA)
mechanism, which was initially used between the GPU and the CPU. Due to the limited memory
space on the ME processor, it uses the UMA region (hence occupying part of the host memory)
as its execution RAM [148]. Host Embedded Controller Interface (HECI) is used for signalling or
transferring a small amount of data, and we would conjecture it is a similar case for Intel IE. AMD
PSP also needs memory sharing (mapped) with the x86 processor [52] in addition to signaling,
for a similar reason (PSP’s memory is purportedly only a few hundred KB). Baseband processors
are no exception on mobile platforms. BPs (also known as the “modem”) were accessed merely
via commands over a serial connection by the AP previously [145] (signalling), until in recent
years, the complexity of mobile devices surpassed that of PCs. Today’s BPs also share memory
regions with the AP (e.g., in the case of Qualcomm [157]). By contrast, due to its simplicity, the
ACPI EC is connected to SMBus [159] for lightweight communication with the CPU, hence can be
considered to only have signaling. Although Apple’s T2 (which is based on an A10 ARM processor)
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also oversees the storage DMA path for encryption [149], it does not appear to expose shared
memory with the CPU. Likewise, Google’s Titan security chip only relies on the SPI interface [89]
for various functionalities including secure boot. Note that signalling alone without shared memory
does not necessarily mean better runtime protection but just a smaller attack surface.
State continuity (FW EEs). As most host firmware EEs only execute upon system initialization
(with exceptions including SMM and XuCode) and co-processor firmware EEs are on a dedicated
processor without exiting or being interrupted by host software, state continuity does not apply.
Nonetheless, we still examine a special case of host firmware—SMM. It is by itself an execution
mode which can be entered and exited, so the question is upon resuming/re-entering SMM whether
the previous state’s integrity can be ensured. The “state” of the SMM EE is stored in a memory
region called the SMRAM, which is protected from outside accesses all the time even when the
processor is not in SMM. This, in theory, can ensure state continuity as the SMRAM content cannot
be modified, not to mention rolled back. Attacks will be discussed in Section 6.1.1 and Figure 3.
Input/output security (FW EEs). As host firmware is usually exclusive and privileged, when no
ADV_PHY is considered, FW EE’s input/output security can be directly enforceable by hardware
(hence “HW-Enforceable” in Table 1). This also applies if the entity on the other end is merely
software, e.g., as in Nighthawk [193] which uses Intel ME for OS introspection. Note that in both
cases, as long as the path is protected, what has been received is only assumed authentic (e.g.,
still susceptible to confused deputy attacks [69]). Optionally, when the entity on the other end is
capable of cryptographic computation (e.g., with a processor), the input/output can be verified (
“SW-Verified”) in the face of ADV_PHY, ensuring also authenticity.

4.2 Trusted Execution Environments
ATEE is a feature of the processor hardware which supports highly protected (compared to software-
based protection) code execution through isolation and cryptography-backed measurement and
attestation, hence achieving trusted computing [100]. The defining features that distinguish TEEs
from other EEs are that TEEs provide Launch initial state correctness and attestation capabilities to
prove their integrity to another party, aside from runtime isolation the execution mode provides.
Today’s processor architectures usually support one or multiple TEEs (even on microcontroller-like
platforms, e.g., TrustZone profile M [123, 170]). They have different positionings suitable for various
use cases. As introduced in Section 3.3, certain execution modes are per se also TEEs, inspired by or
converted from previous (academic) prototypes, e.g., Intel TXT and AMD SVM are TEEs for native
execution where an OS or hypervisor can be hosted; Intel SGX is a TEE targeting user-level/cloud
applications with multiple instances; and AMD SEV(-ES), Intel TDX and ARM CCA work at the
VM-level making each guest VM a protected EE. Also, ARM has TrustZone with the two-world
model allowing native privileged execution.
Initial state (TEEs). TEEs provide launch state security via measurements of the code, inputs and
environment upon loading of the code. The environment may include any software loaded up to the
point of the protected program, as long as the TEE’s integrity depends on it as per the threat model.
Intel TXT achieves this by using a TPM as secure storage. The TPM can store long-term secrets, as
well as perform cryptographic operations using those secrets. Measurements of previously loaded
code are successively stored, in a chained manner in a PCR, where each measurement constitutes a
cryptographic hash of code that was loaded, as well as its inputs. The complete set of measurements
forms the launch environment up to that point. There are two ways that policies can be applied to
these measurements. First, values pre-stored on the TPM can designate valid launch environments,
and cause the launch to be aborted if the environment does not match one of these values. Second,
a process called “remote attestation” allows code in the TEE to produce an attestation or “quote”,
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which is the measurement signed by the TPM that can be used to attest the identity and integrity
of the TEE code and its environment to a remote party for record or later actions.

SGX provides similar capabilities of remote attestation and launch policies. However, the TPM’s
role is replaced by functionality in the CPU. Aside from enclave code developed by 3rd parties,
SGX relies on a set of Intel-provided “architectural enclaves”, which help provide functionality
to SGX. One such enclave, called the Launch Enclave, implements launch policies that prevent
an enclave from starting if it or its environment does not meet the requirements set by Intel. For
example, currently, valid enclaves must be signed by a key certified by an Intel-run certificate
authority (if not in the debug/simulation mode). Apart from remote attestation, SGX provides
local attestation as well. Local attestation can be used to enable enclaves running on a system to
attest their code identities to each other more efficiently than using remote attestation. Similar
to SGX, Intel TDX, AMD SEV and ARM CCA ensure the correct initial state at launch time with
attestation [24, 104, 141] in a similar manner.
TrustZone is an exception, in that it relies on the vendor-specific TEE OS (which could be

thought of as certain firmware-equivalent running in the secure world) for TEE functionalities like
measurements, attestation and sealing (see below). Therefore, it is designated as N/A in Table 1 for
initial state security as the TEE does not achieve it on its own. Nonetheless, we do not consider it
to be a limitation but just a different choice determined by the ARM business model.
State continuity (TEEs). As TEEs are designed for open developer access, maintaining application-
specific data across TEE sessions has been in consideration so that the applications can be stateful.
For state data on persistent storage, another important feature TEEs provide is sealing, which

allows TEE-protected data to be bound to the aforementioned measurements, allowing retrieval
(unsealing) only within the same integrity-protected EE. Both TXT and SGX provide data sealing in
similar ways. TXT’s sealing capabilities are provided by the TPM (based on the PCR measurements)
while SGX relies on the CPU keys [7], e.g., if data is sealed to the Enclave Identity it will be
equivalent to TPM’s TPM_Seal so that any alteration to the enclave/program will render unsealing
impossible. For in-RAM state data, mainly applicable to SGX, a process forced out of the enclave
mode by a fault will perform the asynchronous enclave exit (AEX) [39], which saves execution
context securely in RAM, not on persistent storage, to be resumed later. State freshness for TEEs
also needs to be ensured so as to prevent a stale state (intact but from a past point of time) from
being presented as fresh. Monotonic counters (as provided by the TPM and SGX, despite the
limitations [110]) and Merkle trees are commonly used in TEE solutions.
Runtime protection (TEEs). TEEs employ different mechanisms for isolating their runtime mem-
ory from outside as they face different threats. TXT is positioned to run a full operating system, a
hypervisor or other native code, and designed to isolate itself from corrupted or maliciously config-
ured peripherals because when entering a TXT session the current EE will be overridden, so that
TXT’s MLE runs exclusively on the CPU. TXT utilizes Intel’s input–output memory management
unit (IOMMU) technology VT-d [3], which enables the specification of access control policies for
the memory ranges that peripherals may modify via DMA.6 These policies are then enforced by
the IOMMU hardware that is part of the CPU and motherboard chipset [80].7
By contrast, SGX is intended to run user-level processes and such has to contend with concur-

rently executing code at the same or higher ISA privilege level. Moreover, the operating system
itself is considered untrusted and explicitly inside the SGX threat model. As such, memory is only
available to code in an SGX enclave if it is allocated in the Enclave Page Cache (EPC) [39]. All
memory in the EPC is protected from access by non-enclave code when cached on the CPU because

6Accomplished by specifying memory ranges in the DMA Protected Range (DPR) and Protected Memory Regions (PMRs).
7AMD SVM also has AMD’s Device Exclusion Vector (DEV) support [6] for the same purpose.
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it is part of the Processor Reserved Memory (PRM) range, which blocks access by the operating
system, DMA, as well as SMM (mentioned earlier). Further, when EPC memory is evicted from
the processor caches, it is encrypted and signed by the Memory Encryption Engine (MEE), thus
cryptographically extending the protection beyond the CPU.

TEEs targeting to protect VMs are in between TXT/SVM and SGX. SEV (or its successors SEV-ES
or SEV-SNP), the more recent TDX and the yet-to-come CCA defend against potentially malicious
other VMs and the hypervisor (ADV_UNP and ADV_PRIV). To that end, SEV encrypts the VM’s
memory using AMD’s SME feature in conjunction with the co-processor PSP for key management.
Similarly, TDX makes use of the MKTME engine (multi-key total memory encryption, see Figure 1)
to achieve memory encryption for the VM. ARMCCA also supports memory encryption, augmented
by its dynamically configurable Granule Protection Table (GPT) [104] for access control. Note that
such encryption alone also ensures memory integrity besides confidentiality as any corrupted
encrypted memory will lead to message-authentication code (MAC) verification failure. This, in
conjunction with the aforementioned freshness, naturally prevents physical memory attacks such
as [68] caused by ADV_PHY. TrustZone marks anything pertaining to the secure world with the
NS bit [122] unset hence distinguishing accesses. This propagates to the entire system, as opposed
to just the processor address space, e.g., the system bridge (for peripheral communication), the
cache controller and the DMA controller all look for this NS bit for runtime access control. By
default, TrustZone does not encrypt the secure world’s memory.
Input/output security (TEEs). Different from FW EEs, TEEs, because of their diverse privilege
levels, have various types of entities on the other end. For the unprivileged SGX, due to no
control over I/O channels, the only option is software-verified using cryptography (e.g., across the
ECALL/OCALL [39] interface). The same applies to the privileged SEV and TDX, because their I/O
is controlled by the potentially malicious hypervisor. By contrast, TXT and SVM are privileged and
exclusively occupies the entire system, and TrustZone (although parallel with the normal world)
has I/O partitioning support, i.e., TZPC and TZASC [122]. Therefore, their input/output integrity
can be “HW-Enforceable” in addition to SW-Verified. More explanations can be found in Section 5.2.

4.3 Discussion
Security properties match design purposes. From the case studies above, we see that an EE’s
state, runtime access and input/output protection are largely determined by and match the EE’s
positioning. For example, firmware EEs all enforce strong (at least by design) update-time initial
state protection, as the vendor/manufacturer is supposed to control what is allowed to run through
the process of firmware updates so that firmware can (implicitly) serve as the RoT of any software.
Meanwhile, TEEs are open to developers aiming to achieve late launch, i.e., loading security-sensitive
code when untrusted code is already running, so they focus more on launch state and runtime
protection, but still unavoidably relying on firmware EEs (e.g., microcode, Intel ME and AMD PSP).
Another observation is that while co-processor firmware EEs are inherently isolated from the

main processor hence having more advantage in ensuring runtime security, due to the increasing
complexity and functionality requirements, the traditional signaling-based interfaces are gradually
widened up to memory sharing. For instance, the various BPs used to expose only a serial connection
(UART, sometimes through internal USB) as the Radio Interface Layer (RIL) and this RIL interacts
with telephony services (in the case of Android). Today’s BPs usually share memory with the AP,
as mentioned above. Another example is Intel ME, which had to use UMA in addition to the HECI
interface. This larger attack surface will be reflected in the identified attacks (refer to Section 6.1).
EE’s runtime protection is always relative. For example, TXT’s memory protection does not
prevent accesses from SMM code, meaning SMM must be part of the TCB of a TXT-based solution.
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In comparison, SMM cannot access the memory of an SGX enclave, hence not part of its TCB.
Furthermore, SMM’s protection is effective against ME [136], although ME is deemed to have a
higher privilege (-3) than SMM (-2). Last but not least, extensions like Intel VT-d (IOMMU) can also
affect this, e.g., VT-d, when used by TXT, can protect the MLE’s memory from being accessed by ME.
Memory encryption crucially protects enclave/VM memory from exposure to cold-boot at-

tacks [68], a protection that TXT does not enjoy due to its lack of encryption (thus exposing its data
to SMM and ME as well), hence vulnerable to both ADV_PRIV and ADV_PHY. In contrast, owing
to its use of memory encryption and the PRM, SGX is only exposed to the CPU microcode/XuCode.
TDX and SEV (with SME) also make use of memory encryption in a similar way. This observation
reflects the usefulness of separately introduced memory encryption extensions, which can be
potentially combined with an EE.

4.4 Hardware Features Proposed in Research
As reflected in our observed evolution paths of hardware security support (Section 2), there has
been a continuous effort from academia that introduces new changes/improvements to COTS
hardware for security purposes. Actually, this is an important driving factor for industry: numerous
shadow-stack-based papers [29] paved the way for Intel CET. Before Intel MPX, there had been
also various proposals [45, 183] enforcing “bounds” for allocated objects/pointers.
Another observation is that the majority of proposed hardware changes are new extensions

to regulate memory accesses internally without creating an execution mode, corresponding to
the various run-time RWX restrictions in Table 1. We conjecture this is because existing generic
hardware features like TEEs can already be applied to enforce access control against external threats,
while preventing vulnerability exploits internally involves more low-level metadata collection (a
use case in Section 5.1). We observe that most proposed extensions defend against such internal
vulnerability exploits, for memory safety assurance, among which we discuss a few below.

CHERI [126, 175] represents a series of research initiatives that introduce a capability-based
architecture, known as Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions. This architecture aims to
provide fine-grained memory safety and software compartmentalization. The capabilities in CHERI
are akin to “fat pointers,” augmented with permission metadata, enabling hardware to enforce read,
write, and execute (RWX) permissions with rich semantics. Additionally, CHERI employs tagged
memory and tag bits in registers, ensuring that capabilities are non-forgeable and maintaining their
integrity. Such memory access regulation is denoted as Capability in Table 1. Recently, CHERI
has undergone a community evaluation, which included its application in ARM environments [11].

IMIX [59] creates further fine-grained isolation within an EE (in-process isolated pages). Sensitive
data can be moved with a special privileged instruction into and out of the isolated pages within
the same address space and thus IMIX is designated as Privilege.

SDMP [46] proposes to use wide tagged memory as metadata storage for multi-purpose security
policy enforcement. SDMP maps each register and machine word to a pointer-sized tag, and the
tag propagates with the data along the processor pipeline. SDMP uses a rule cache to determine
the output tag of computation results, and software will be responsible for handling misses in the
rule cache. Using this approach, SDMP can enforce a variety of memory safety policies.

With the increasing prevalence of Internet of Things (IoT) devices (or embedded systems), there
is a need for out-of-band memory safety assurance, due to the devices’ resource constraints and
distributed nature, which allows enforcement from a remote/central system. LiteHax [44] proposes
hardware changes to send the control- and data-flow information to a remote verifier for analysis,
presumably a desktop machine. HerQules [33] introduces a new IPC (inter-process communication)
primitive, AppendWrite, that enables a monitored program to transmit execution events (low-level
metadata) to another party for verification, e.g., for out-of-band control flow integrity enforcement.
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In Table 1 we also list Iso-X [56] as an early example of execution mode from the research
community, which is very similar to SGX to achieve concurrent isolated environments. Flicker [111]
is also an early work of this type dated back to 2008 (not in the table as it was based on TXT/SVM,
not hardware changes). A more recently proposed security mode for isolation is Sanctum [40]
whose unique property is side channel resistance (see Section 6.1.2).

When it comes to introducing new co-processors, research proposals are usually for a specific
purpose. For instance, HyperCoffer [176] introduces a secure processor to protect guest VMs against
malicious hosting or even physical environments (ADV_PRIV/ADV_PHY). The secure processor’s
initial state is designed to be easily verified with a public key (while its connection method to the
main processor is not disclosed). Vigilare [117] is an SoC (System-on-a-Chip, which runs Linux)
designed to snoop the memory bus traffic of the host for kernel integrity.

5 ROLES OF HARDWARE IN ACHIEVING SECURITY
In this section, we survey industry solutions and research proposals that make use of hardware-
based mechanisms for securing program execution, in an attempt to answer RQ2 in Section 1.

5.1 Revisiting Hardware Advantages
To better understand the roles hardware plays and why hardware is more suitable than its software
counterpart, we re-examine the perceived advantages of hardware discussed in Section 1 from a
technical perspective.
Efficiency. First, dedicated hardware can perform computation in parallel with regular code ex-
ecution, therefore gaining a performance advantage over software. For example, when an identical
computation needs to be performed on a large set of data, a hardware implementation can simply
replicate the necessary logic to process multiple data elements in each cycle, while a software imple-
mentation has to use loops to process them one at a time unless it can utilize the parallelism enabled
by hardware (e.g., multithreading). Second, hardware has finer-grained control of the silicon asset
and can better eliminate unnecessary latency introduced from the ISA abstractions. This means that
even when no parallelism is available, hardware implementation can perform certain operations
faster than software. Instruction fetching and decoding significantly contribute to execution over-
head, which is the price of software’s flexibility. For simple operations like bit manipulations and
control flow transfer, while their execution needs little logic, software code needs to use instructions
to wrap them for execution. This matches the perceived efficiency advantage and indeed hardware
acceleration has been a well-known technique to speed up operations that are slow in software
implementations. Since enforcing security policies can involve heavy-weight metadata maintenance
and checking, hardware acceleration is a natural fit for implementing security extensions.
Immitability and lower layer of abstraction. In addition to relative immutability (i.e., not directly
modifiable by software unless intended), hardware also sees what has been abstracted away from
software. If efficiency is a benefit nice to have, the lower-layer advantage makes hardware security
support indispensable. This is reflected in several typical use cases of hardware seucurity support.
Access control enforces a set of rules (i.e., policies) that specify what a subject can do with an

object. Because the subject can come from untrusted sources and the enforcing mechanism must
be as close as possible to the object (resources like memory, device I/O, etc.) for effective control,
these rules must be enforced by components from a lower layer of the hardware/software stack
than that of the subject. There exist also software-only solutions, e.g., sandboxing and compiler
instrumentation (when source code is available) to check access to software constructs (e.g., files
and the syscall interface). However, they cannot effectively enforce access control for hardware
resources (e.g., memory) with a lower abstraction level, and more importantly software-based
access control mechanisms need to also protect themselves from other software’s tampering.
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Furthermore, hardware support is the only choice for enforcing access control for hardware
subjects (e.g., a potentially malicious PCIe/USB device — ADV_PHY). Pure-software solutions sit
above the hardware layer have no opportunity to intercept and check such accesses. Therefore,
hardware support is a natural choice as it sits below all software layers.
Execution metadata collection. Security mechanisms sometimes need software execution meta-

data, e.g., control flow and cache accesses. However, commodity hardware only provides execution
metadata limited to summary information that can be correctly and efficiently read by software.
When more detailed information needs to be collected, although it is possible to use software-only
approaches like compiler instrumentation or binary rewriting to transform the program and record
the information, it may not be practical. The first problem of a software-only information collector
is due to its residing in the same layer as attacker software, which can compromise it and forge/erase
the data to evade detection. The second problem has to do with the low efficiency unlike hardware.
For high-bandwidth metadata (e.g., control flow traces), a software-only tracer can incur unaccept-
able performance overhead. Fortunately, hardware support can perform well in these scenarios,
which can collect information in parallel with code execution, avoiding the performance overhead.

5.2 Application
We next survey use cases of hardware security features in various individual security solutions
from both industry and academia.
Generic isolated environments.Hardware security support as an executionmode is often directly
used to achieve or enhance isolation. This is especially necessary when a desired level of TEE
is absent. For example, on the x86 platform, SMM has been a popular mechanism used as a TEE
equivalent or to extend TEE capabilities. Before the introduction of SGX, SICE [14] used SMM to
create and manage ICEs (isolated computing environments), which are isolated from the OS/VMM
similar to modern SGX enclaves. TrustZone has also been used to implement ICEs for ARM, where
no equivalent to SGX currently exists. Sun et al. proposed TrustICE [154], which supports ICEs in
the normal world, managed by a trusted domain controller (TDC) in the secure world.
A major challenge for such application-level ICEs is that the code inside them does not have

access to trustworthy OS services (blindly using OS services outside an ICE can open the door
to Iago attacks [32]). Solutions include adding more OS functions in the ICEs, like library OS
Haven [17], or performing checks [144] at the system call interface to the untrusted OS.
Attestable remote execution. Users of cloud resources need a way to remotely ensure that their
workload is running securely. This situation differs from when a PC/smartphone user or a server
admin can physically see and control their system. Here, what is unique is that the owner of the
workload is remote in the face of ADV_PHY/ADV_PRIV. TEEs supporting remote attestation fit
well here. In general, three sets of typical hardware features used here are TXT/SVM with the TPM
(privileged, to protect the infrastructure resources), SEV/TDX (VM-level), and SGX (unprivileged,
to protect user application instances).
There has been a recent trend of confidential computing [63, 75, 114], where remote attestable

execution is essential. For example, Openstack allows to set up compute nodes in trusted compute
pools [128] backed up by TXT which can be attested to by a preconfigured attestation server.
Similarly, VMware’s vSphere ESXi [86] (its enterprise-class bare-metal hypervisor) also supports
using TXT for host integrity verification and trusted compute pools. Similar support is found in
XenServer [37] as well. On the instance protection end, major cloud service providers usually
make use of SGX, e.g., Alibaba Cloud ECS Bare Metal Instance [5], SEV, e.g., Google Cloud [63], or
both SEV and SGX, e.g., Microsoft Azure [114], for confidential computing VMs. In all the cases
of TXT/SGX/SEV/TDX, isolation and attestation capabilities are the security properties involved.
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NVIDIA introduced its own confidential computing hardware support on the GPU H100 [124] (see
Table 1). Remote attestable execution is also needed in the other direction, where client devices attest
to a remote server (or another client in multi-party computation), e.g., on embedded systems [2, 31]
(in addition to SGX-capable PCs).
Bootstrapping and protecting monitor code. In addition to creating generic ICEs, hardware
security support is more often used to secure sensitive code for both initial state and runtime access.
Hypervisor (VMM) integrity. HyperSafe [167] makes use of TXT to bootstrap a solution for

hypervisor integrity protection. TXT as a TEE does launch-time measurement, ensuring the correct
initial state. It then implements memory lockdown for hypervisor pages by first protecting the
pages with W⊕X (on x86 this relies on the NX bit), and then trapping any writes to page tables
using the MMU functionality. HyperGuard [138] and HyperCheck [166] are two other examples
of using SMM for hypervisor integrity. The difference is that HyperCheck outsources the core
logic to a remote machine, with the network card driver also in SMRAM; whereas HyperGuard
collaborates with a chipset-based mechanism DeepWatch [27] (a trustlet in Intel ME). Both assume
proper firmware protection (e.g., initial SMRAM integrity).
Guest VM integrity. CloudVisor [186] protects the integrity of VMs under the threat of com-

promised hypervisors (ADV_PRIV). It also relies on TXT to ensure clean initialization. Then, it
implements an integrity monitor using nested virtualization to enforce isolation and protection of
VM guests’ resources. Sensitive operations such as page faults, critical instructions, and I/O are
trapped and examined by the monitor. The drawback of nested virtualization is that it increases
overheads from the inspection of exceptions by the monitor.
OS kernel integrity. There are also works on kernel integrity protection (against ADV_PRIV)

using hardware security support, mainly TEEs. While conceptually similar to switching between
other execution modes, ARM TrustZone’s implementation has lower switching overhead between
its “normal” and “secure” worlds. This enables solutions such as TZ-RKP [12, 13] and SPROBES [61]
to protect normal-world kernel integrity by handling critical kernel events in the secure world. In
both systems, kernel binary rewriting is needed to replace sensitive instructions with an invocation
to the secure-world monitor.
Secure user-machine interaction. When a human user interacts with a computer, it is possible
for ADV_PRIV to intercept and tamper with the traffic between the I/O devices and the application.
In this case, hardware can be used to set up a trusted path between them. On the other hand, as the
third advantage mentioned in Section 1, the user can be assured of what she is interacting with by
visually paying attention to hardware as the interface between the physical world and software,
such as an LED indicator.

Here it matters if peripherals are aware of whether they are being accessed by trusted or untrusted
code. ARM TrustZone’s advantage lies in its use of a bus-level bit that signals peripherals whether
the processor is in the secure or normal world, necessitating separate discussions for x86 and ARM.
x86-based solutions: Since the x86 platform does not employ a bus-level bit, trusted I/O with

peripherals requires that the TEE takes exclusive control over both the system and the peripheral,
the latter often by re-initializing it to put it in a known good state. A number of solutions employ
TXT or SVM to do this. UTP [58] hooks pre-configured user data entry events/transactions, such
as confirming an online purchase. It redirects the user to a TEE session (TXT/SVM reusing the
Flicker [111] framework) and confirms the transaction with the user over trusted I/O. Similarly,
Bumpy [112] also makes use of TXT/SVM with Flicker to protect user keyboard/mouse inputs.
It involves more components for better usability and security: a USB interposer (an ARM board
that could be later integrated into the keyboard/mouse) and a Trusted Monitor (a smartphone). A
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keystroke is encrypted by the USB interposer, processed and verified by the Flicker session, user-
confirmed on the TrustedMonitor, and sent to the server. SMM can also enhance the trustworthiness
of user interactions. TrustLogin [187] employs SMM to secure password-based login by directly
transferring inputs from the keyboard to the network.
ARM TrustZone-based solutions utilize a bus-level bit to segregate external peripherals into

trusted and untrusted zones through its TrustZone Protection Controller (TZPC) and TrustZone
Address Space Controller (TZASC). This capability underpins research proposals like TruZ-Droid
and TrustUI, which enhance user interaction security by moving sensitive inputs to the secure
world, indicated by a dedicated LED, and employing input and display randomization for a trusted
user-device path, respectively, both leveraging the TZPC.

TrustZone has also been applied to secure interactions with external sensors. SeCloak [103] can
securely and verifiably place an external device in a user-approved state (on/off). It leverages both
TZASC (as secure memory of the s-kernel) and CSU (Central Security Unit, a custom TZPC).
Commodity application of firmware EEs (trustlets). As we consider the trustlets defined
in Section 3.3 as an application of hardware security support (firmware EEs), we briefly discuss
a few such cases. Taking Intel ME and AMD PSP together as an example, based on disclosed
information [148], currently hosted trustlets include: Intel Active Management Technology (AMT)
for out-of-band remote management, such as powering on/off, booting from a disk image and
viewing video output (even including the BIOS screen); the firmware-based TPM (fTPM, and in
Intel’s case PTT), Intel Protected Audio-Video Path (PAVP) [136], Intel Threat Detection Technology
(TDT) [84], Intel Boot Guard [54], etc. fTPM/PTT is similar to a discrete TPM but implemented as
firmware in ME. Intel PAVP is a DRM trustlet that ensures secure high-definition video playback
from a supported content provider by directly accessing the GPU for decoding, so that a local
user cannot pirate content from such providers. Its successor is called Intel Insider [133]. All these
trustlets run as an “application” in the ME/PSP firmware EE.
Memory/Type safety assurance. In type-unsafe languages like C and C++, programmers must
manage memory and use features like pointer arithmetic and type casts safely. Failure to do so can
lead to “undefined behaviors” such as crashes, data loss, or vulnerabilities exploitable by attackers.
This is known as memory corruption, which breaches memory object properties (e.g., range), and
its mitigation toward memory safety involves various aspects like spatial/temporal safety and
integrity checks. However, ensuring the absence of memory corruption in large-scale software is
challenging due to human error and the scalability limits of current program analysis techniques.

Enforcing memory safety imposes internal restrictions on code behaviour for run-time accesses
(RWX). In contrast to traditional memory protection mechanisms (e.g., page-based virtual mem-
ory) that achieve isolation, memory safety solutions typically enforce a more strict policy that
incorporates programming language semantics like objects and functions, as memory corruption
happens because low-level details are not sufficiently abstracted away by the language. Hence,
most such defences also involve compiler instrumentation. The added semantics effectively intro-
duces more constraints to a successful exploit. On the other hand, the semantic-rich policy causes
heavier performance overhead because it requires collection/maintenance of low-level metadata
that represent language semantics and more complex checks, calling for the information collection
role of hardware (mostly column "Runtime access" of Extensions in Table 1). As these extensions
are already for specific purposes (unlike the generic TEEs), below we map a few examples of them
to typical memory safety solutions.

Pointer-based protection [45]. By logically extending each pointer to keep track of the lower and
upper bounds of the permitted address range, spatial memory safety (e.g., no over/underflow) can be
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ensured. Intel MPX [127] can catch out-of-bounds memory accesses, e.g., due to bad pointer arith-
metic. It stores the pointer bounds in bounds registers and a set of bound tables, a distinct memory
range with two-level address translation (similar to that of regular virtual memory), and associates
each virtual address to a bounds entry so that the bounds for any pointer can be found and enforced.
Tagged memory [88]. ARM MTE can cover both spatial memory safety and temporal memory

safety (e.g., use-after-free) by assigning a random value (which is referred to as the tag) to the
memory storing an object and storing the same tag value in the unused high address bits of the
pointer to the object. When the pointer is later dereferenced, MTE will check whether the tag of
the pointer matches the tag of the memory. A mismatch indicates memory corruption.
Control flow integrity (CFI) [28, 43] with shadow stack. CFI can be considered a weaker form of

memory safety that avoids branch destinations that should not occur in correct execution. Intel
CET [82] maintains a shadow stack [29] in a protected memory region for each thread to keep a
copy of the correct return addresses, and when a return instruction is executed, it checks the used
return address against the shadow copy to detect corruption on function returns (which is referred
to as backward-edge CFI). In addition, Intel CET also inserts a new instruction at the beginning of
each function to explicitly label the function entry point, and verify that each indirect jump lands
on a labelled entry point to detect corruption of function pointers (i.e., forward-edge CFI).
Points-to authentication. Directly protecting the integrity and authenticity of pointers can also

prevent memory corruption from a different angle. ARM Pointer Authentication (PAC) [10] ensures
pointer integrity by storing a cryptographic hash to the unused high address bits of a pointer which
will lead to an invalid pointer in case of tampering. It provides instructions to “sign” (using a key
hidden in the process context) and “unpack” (restore) the pointer. ARM PAC can also serve as a
building block for better security guarantees [106], e.g., PTAuth [57] that enforces the points-to
validity using PAC when the pointer is being dereferenced.
Secure language environments. The aforementioned memory safety solutions in practice usually
assume isolation from malicious parties, thus assuming ADV_UNP only, where hardware-based iso-
lated environments can be applied. On the other hand, when possible, using type-safe programming
languages such as Rust in such environments also directly addresses memory corruption. There-
fore, secure/isolated language environments for type-safe languages have become a new research
direction. For example, Rust-SGX [165] enables the development of SGX enclave code in Rust by
creating a binding layer between Rust and the SGX SDK (C/C++). RusTEE [163] employs a similar
approach to adapt Rust to support ARM TrustZone by addressing challenges like securely invoking
high-privileged system services and securely communicating with the untrusted normal world.
Also, SGXPy [185] supports unmodified Python code to run in Intel SGX relying on an adapted
library OS. Numerous other secure language environments have also been proposed [140, 164].
From a different perspective, supporting languages programmers are familiar with also improves
usability/adoptability of hardware security support (see Section 6.2).

5.3 Repurposing Existing Hardware Support
It is not uncommon to repurpose hardware support designed for another but specific purpose
(unlike the generic TEEs) for security. Intel Transactional Synchronization eXtensions (TSX) [81] is
an extension that can ensure atomicity of code in a critical section by monitoring access conflicts
from other threads without relying on explicit and frequent software locks, hence improving the
performance of multi-threaded programs. When no conflict or interrupt is detected, the code can
complete the critical section, or it will be rolled back with an exception. T-SGX [143] repurposes TSX
as a side-channel defence to suppress the page fault notifications to the adversarial OS (ADV_PRIV),
which exploits them to infer enclave memory accesses. As another example, Mimosa’s use of
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TSX [67] is closer to its original positioning: to abort upon any external read accesses to the secrets
of the protected thread, preventing memory disclosure attacks. We also note that certain hardware
features are (ab)used to weaken security, e.g., Meltdown [107] uses TSX to improve attack efficiency.

Repurposing for memory safety. Intel Processor Trace (PT) [81] can record control flow traces (in-
cluding branching decisions of conditional branches and branch targets of indirect branches) of a pro-
gram and encode the traces into compact packets. The traces can be used to reconstruct control flow.
GRIFFIN [60] uses Intel PT to enforce both forward-edge and backward-edge control-flow integrity.
`CFI[73] uses Intel PT to improve the protection accuracy of forward-edge CFI, by narrowing the
possible set of destinations of each indirect call to a single function. Aside from PT, kBouncer [131]
uses Intel Last Branch Record (LBR, a facility recording recent branches taken in registers) to detect
abnormal control transfers. CFIMon [177] relies on Intel Branch Trace Store (BTS, similar to LBR
but using memory as storage allowing for more records) to detect CFI violations. In all such cases,
the involved hardware feature was originally designed for performance tracing/debugging.

6 PROBLEMS
In this section, we discuss where hardware security support still needs improvements.

6.1 Attacks
Despite the advantages hardware possesses in achieving security, hardware security features have
been successfully attacked. Generally speaking, the attacks break the various aspects of secure
execution as discussed in Section 3.1. Most runtime access or initial state vulnerabilities can be
patched in a straightforward manner, e.g., by adding corresponding checks. One exception is side
channels, which are more inherent, and developing a patch may not be straightforward.
Mechanisms and Policies.Most hardware security features, due to the lack of high-level software
semantics (as explained in Section 5.1), only provide a mechanism (the low-level atomic technique)
and need to rely on a certain form of configuration data as the policy (when and how the technique
should be applied). Taking Intel MPX as an example, hardware only enforces the ranges as specified
by the BNDx registers for memory accesses but software needs to properly set the values in those
registers. The same applies to the NX bit (on which page to set this bit), the MPU/PMP (which
ranges to protect), etc. When applicable, we try to reflect this aspect in the subsequent discussions.
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Fig. 3. The arduous journey of SMM defences.
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6.1.1 Breaking run-time access protection – Firmware memory not treated differently. To attack
hardware security support, although one cannot alter the immutable silicon (even for ADV_PHY
in common threat models), they can target the firmware (which is also code) that the hardware
depends on. Note that this applies to both firmware EEs and TEEs as the latter also rely on firmware.
Therefore, if firmware memory is not treated differently at the architectural or micro-architectural
level, problems may occur. Here, we enumerate a few attack vectors.

For example, x86 CPUs use a memory reclaiming mechanism that allows DRAM whose physical
addresses conflict with memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) ranges to be transparently remapped to
another physical address range by the operating system, thus “reclaiming” that DRAM and making
it available again to the OS. In a sense, like MMIO, this remapping abstracts away the use of physical
addresses as a means to access both peripherals and DRAM, thus making such conflicts invisible to
the rest of the OS. Unfortunately, access control was not considered properly, actually enabling
malicious code, such as a compromised driver, to use the reclaiming mechanism to circumvent
existing firmware EE’s memory access protections.

In the case of SMM, the SMRAM where SMI handlers reside is protected by the CPU at all times,
which if fails, would undermine the runtime security of the EE. This can happen either when SMM is
in execution or when it is waiting for SMIs at other times, as the SMRAM is just part of RAM. Access
to SMRAM undergoes a series of checks in the memory controller hub (MCH). However, since the
SMM as a mode is limited to only the CPU, the location information of the SMRAM region does
not cross the interface between the CPU and the MCH, and thus the MCH cannot include a check
against remapping the SMM range in its reference monitor. Historically, the remapping mechanism
was used to remap the protected SMRAM to a location that malicious OS code can access [138].
Subsequent implementations patched this hole and Intel TXT also disables reclaiming [77].
As for Intel ME, the same problem existed. As the MCH was intended to provide out-of-band

management transparent to the OS, which requires bulk data transfer between it and the main
processor and the MCH processor has very limited memory, sharing from the main memory is
needed. As mentioned earlier, Intel MCH uses the UMA region to store execution state [148].
Unfortunately, the effort to minimize this interface did not include sufficient access control, and the
security was purely enforced by obscurity. Once the use of this region was revealed, the UMA region
could be remapped and accessed by malicious OS code [55, 158]. This weakness was eventually
closed when Intel added UMA protection using encryption [55]. For both SMM and ME, the attacks
caused by remapping can be considered to be a problem of the mechanism, as opposed to the policy,
as software/firmware does not have a way to configure the remapping behavior.
Caching is another example of a case in which firmware memory was not treated differently,

resulting in vulnerabilities. Although access to the SMRAM region is enforced by a reference
monitor in the MCH, it is only aware of what regions can be cached, which code running on
the CPU specifies by setting the memory-type range registers (MTRRs), and whether the CPU
is running an SMI handler in SMM mode or not. Since the SMI handler benefits from using the
cache, the MCH permits memory access to the SMRAM region while the CPU is executing the
SMI handler and denies access at all other times. However, this excessively narrow interface has
resulted in problems. For example, a cache poisoning attack proposed by Duflot et al. [49] and again
by Wojtczuk and Rutkowska [173], found that the SMI handler remained in the processor cache
after it was done executing, and thus could be modified without going through the MCH reference
monitor8. On the next invocation, the modified SMI handler, still in the cache will run. Duflot et al.
also discussed a more efficient scheme to make the attack persistent and not be confined by the size

8We see some indication [47, 62] that Intel was also likely aware to some extent of these vulnerabilities before their public
disclosure.
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of the cache. This problem also pertains to the mechanism as caching firmware memory or not was
determined by the MCH hardware. It was eventually fixed by widening the interface and adding a
system-management range register SMRR [81], which extends the reference monitor onto the CPU,
preventing access to cache lines in the SMRAM range unless the CPU is executing the SMI handler.

If we examine how SMM attacks and defences have evolved over the past two decades (Figure 3),
we see that the SMM interface andmemory protection has been continually refined as vulnerabilities
were found. In every instance, there was an attack affecting the run-time protection (in this case,
protections from external accesses), except the 2010 reflash attack, which will be discussed in
Section 6.1.3. Early attacks resulted purely from implementation errors and oversights [90, 139, 174]),
e.g., if the D_LCK bit in the SMRAMControl Register (SMRAMC) was not set at boot by themotherboard,
any ADV_PRIV would be able to manipulate SMRAM. This was more a policy problem (as opposed
to mechanism) as the firmware should have set this bit. Later vulnerabilities after 2009 or so took on
a markedly different tone. In addition to the remapping and cache poisoning attacks, SMM callout
also needed to be prevented (SMI handler branches outside of SMRAM running arbitrary code),
which was fixable with SMM_Code_Chk_En. Also, arguments passing to SMI handlers could trick the
SMI handler into overwriting SMRAM. The seemingly ultimate approach to address potential SMM
compromiseswas the SMI TransferMonitor (STM) [78], which limits the trust that other components
must have in the SMI handlers by hosting them in a VM. While STM is not ideal, far from adopted
and still requires trust in other firmware EEs, it at least reduces the attack surface for the SMM EE.

Pertaining to the host firmware EE, the UEFI defines an interface between operating systems and
firmware. Similar to the SMI handlers, UEFI leaves the S3 boot script available at run-time, which
defines privileged code that runs when a system wakes up from S3 sleep9. A failure to properly set
the UEFI variables, a set of mutable values over which the OS and firmware communicate in UEFI,
allows ADV_PRIV to maliciously modify a pointer to the S3 boot script, thus allowing redirection
to attacker-specified code [171]. Another attack on UEFI Secure Boot [91] was based on a similar
approach (i.e., modifying an UEFI variable storing the boot policy). In summary, we can see that there
has been additional care needed to treat firmware EE memory differently (which was not present).

6.1.2 Breaking run-time protection – Side channels. Although leading to similar memory access
violations (read/write), different from the aforementioned attacks, side channels are more intrinsic
and cannot be mitigated by simply adding more checks. Hardware security features (e.g., TEEs)
also suffer from such attacks. Side channels have been a long-standing problem for computer
security and cryptography [94], which steals data from unintended channels such as timing,
power, electromagnetic, and acoustic channels. As far as hardware security support (especially
execution modes) is concerned, this is about not directly attacking any components (e.g., by
ADV_UNP) but still revealing the secret information (read access). Note that when generalized,
side channels can also refer to fault attacks where malicious changes are made (write access), as
exemplified by Plundervolt [119] that manipulates execution by undervolting the CPU power, and
Rowhammer [178] that can flip bits in memory without accessing them. In this section, we focus
on traditional side channels not involving write access. Side channels are usualy deemed to be an
inherent problem of the mechanism (let alone policies) as the design goals between functionality and
defenses are often in conflict, e.g., side channel defenses favor constant latency while economically
minimal latency is desired.
Microarchitectural side channels. The hardware-software interface is one of the most important
and heavily abstracted interfaces in computing. The ISA exposes software instructions as an
abstraction to CPU hardware, often referred to as the CPU microarchitecture. An instruction hides
behind it, enormously complex microarchitectural machinery designed to improve performance and
9The x86 platform defines several levels of system sleep, S3 is one of them.
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efficiency, such as memory caches, out-of-order execution and speculation. Issues not considered in
the ISA abstraction have given rise tomicroarchitectural side channels [155] over which information
that is meant to be hidden by the ISA can flow to unauthorized principals.
One of the properties of the ISA abstraction is that it does not specify timing, because, for

efficiency, instructions should appear to execute as fast as possible. Thus, the execution speed
of instructions always reveals information about the microarchitectural state of the hardware
involved in the execution of the instruction. Timing side channels account for the majority of
microarchitectural side channels. Such side channels can be used to leak both memory content
and execution traces. To access memory content, cache-based side channels that exploit timing
differences between cache hits and misses have been demonstrated to perform unauthorized access
to memory, as detailed in attacks such as Prime+Probe [130] and Flush+Reload [182]. In addition,
the TLB (translation lookaside buffer), which caches virtual to physical page mappings, has also
been shown to be prone to microarchitectural side-channel attacks [64], due to timing differences.
Different types of instructions, when scheduled to run on the CPU’s execution engine, may go to
different execution units (referred to as “ports”), leading to port contentions for instructions of
the same type. This can leak what instructions are being executed by measuring contention over
hardware execution ports using timing, as done in attacks such as PortSmash [4] and SMoTher-
Spectre [19]. Moreover, Nemesis [161] can infer the instruction-granular execution state from the
protected task by measuring interrupt handling latency.

Aside from directly leaking secrets (due to the unspecified timing), a pre-attack stage can also be
involved to infer or configuremicroarchitectural state with the objective of controllingwhat is leaked
during a side-channel attack. For example, vulnerabilities like Meltdown [107] and Spectre [93]
(with multiple variants) exploit abstraction issues in speculative or out-of-order execution to control
what information is leaked over cache-based channels like the ones described above. In recent
years, more such channel control attacks have been identified, as exemplified by microarchitectural
data sampling (MDS) (e.g., RIDL [162]) and gather data sampling (MDS) (e.g., Downfall [116])

All the micro-architectural side channels discussed above, when applied to an EE, can effectively
circumvent the runtime protection. For example, it has been well-known that Intel SGX is subject
to side-channel attacks, which can be used to leak control-flow information [102] and cache
contents [22], as well as an SGX variant of Spectre [34], and in particular, the one that got the most
attention (and perhaps the most effective) is Foreshadow, which allowed researchers to directly
extract cryptographic keys from SGX’s architectural enclaves [25].

Although less reported, side channels have also been shown to be effective against ARM Trust-
Zone. TruSpy [190, 191] exploits the cache contention between normal world and secure world
to extract secure-world secrets from an application and the OS respectively in the normal world.
Unsurprisingly, AMD SEV is no exception in face of side channels. SEVered [118] allows a malicious
hypervisor to extract the full contents of main memory in plaintext from SEV-encrypted VMs. Later,
stating that SEVered is inefficient for having to extract large amounts of data in search of a targeted
secret, Morbitzer et al. proposed an approach to first observe the guest VM activities in order to
infer memory regions likely containing the secrets and hence can extract them more efficiently.
Side-channel attacks tend not to be as stealthy as one may imagine as they require fairly complex
measurement techniques, meaning that it may be possible to detect and mitigate them [35, 143].
Furthermore, Green et al. also identified AutoLock [65] as a performance enhancement in the ARM
processor’s cache that adversely affects the cache-based side-channel attacks.

Information leakage viamicro-architectural side channels can also be abused to facilitate attacking
memory safety hardware extensions, e.g., the PACMAN [134] attack can brute force the correct
PAC value of ARM PAC through speculative execution (like Meltdown) without causing crashes.
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Controlled channel attacks. For ADV_PRIV and ADV_PHY, non-micro-architectural side chan-
nels are also an option, because of their higher privilege. In a controlled channel attack [179],
a malicious/compromised OS can observe the patterns of page faults triggered by the protected
victim code to extract sensitive information, and thus defeat isolation (e.g., provided by TEEs).
T-SGX [143] was proposed to mitigate such attacks for SGX.

The fact that the EEs affected by microarchitectural side channels are mostly TEEs is because
firmware EEs are often exclusive, i.e., they do not have other untrusted code concurrently sharing the
same processor, leaving mainly the possibility of physical side channels by ADV_PHY (e.g., acoustic
or power). For example, SGX has the untrusted OS and all applications in parallel; TrustZone has the
untrusted normal world; and SEV has the untrusted hypervisor and other VMs. By contrast, Intel
TXT and AMD SVM preempt anything running on the processor and occupy the whole platform,
similar to the exclusiveness of firmware EEs.

6.1.3 Breaking initial state protection – Firmware update issues. Two characteristics are common
to firmware EEs: first, they are all highly privileged, as shown by the fact that it is considered part
of hardware which all software relies on; second, they tend to employ update/boot-time integrity
checking (see Table 1), meaning that any corruption of their code after installation or introduced
during improper updates will go undetected. As a result, such weak initial state protection, once
compromised, could lead to disastrous problems.

On x86, both host firmware and co-processor firmware are loaded from the SPI flash chip on the
motherboard, whose only access protection is enforced by the CPU and chipset.10 This is why if it
is desoldered from the motherboard, ADV_PHY can easily read its content with a programmer.
What the SPI flash contains includes but is not limited to: the CPU microcode, Intel ME firmware,
all trustlets hosted on the ME, certain SGX data (e.g., for the monotonic counter), SMM code (SMI
handlers), etc. The BIOS update process is responsible for securely writing the image to the SPI flash
and relies on signature verification in conjunction with additional mechanisms like the mentioned
CRTM and UEFI Secure Boot, which have been successfully attacked [90, 139, 174], e.g., using
oversized boot splash logo to cause a buffer overflow. As part of the arms race, there are also
defense techniques [30, 97]. All in all, sharing of the same microchip largely makes the exploits
homogeneous and simplifies attacks.

Therefore, although SMRAM is protected at run-time, SMM code loaded from the SPI flash may
have been already compromised, which corresponds to the BIOS reflash attack in Figure 3. When it
comes to Intel ME, aside from being a victim of the BIOS reflash, due to itself running a full-fledged
OS, multiple buffer overflows in theME firmware kernel (CVE-2017-5705,6,7) were identified leading
to arbitrary code execution and its file system (as part of the BIOS image) is also being revealed [147],
which may allow more targeted alteration to individual components. Last but not least, the CPU
microcode updates, while also loaded from the same image, are different in that they are performed at
each boot.11 The process is initiated by writing to MSRs (model-specific registers) and accepted after
cryptographic verification. An early documented attempt was found in an anonymous report [8]
which showed an example of inadequate access control enabling the partial update of the adversary’s
choice. Also, the group of Koppe and Kollenda have used reverse-engineered microcode to change
the behavior of earlier CPU models (specifically AMD K8 and K10) [95, 96].

Taking the discussion further on firmware updates, if we consider peripheral devices as the host
system (i.e., their processor comparable to the host CPU), the same initial state of the firmware EE
can be examined, which also affects the secure execution of their code (e.g., data encryption on a
self-encrypting drive – SED). Their firmware update also relies on similar signature verification (if
10BIOS write protection is controlled by the BIOSWE and BLE bits in the BIOS_CNTL register of the chipset.
11Microcode patches are not persistent and are reloaded during the early boot process from the SPI flash.
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any), and is further worsened by the less protected interface (e.g., SATA). For instance, an analysis of
the (in)security of today’s SEDs identified several vulnerabilities [113]. Some of the attacks can even
be mounted using undocumented vendor-specific commands (VSCs)12 that can be performed by any
ADV_PRIV, where the firmware fails to perform the appropriate checks. Similar vulnerabilities due
to such check failures exist on other peripherals such as hard drives [184] and network cards [51].
Some work on defences has been proposed, such as Zhang et al. who use SMM on the host to
monitor and verify the integrity of the firmware [188], and Hendricks and van Doorn [72] who
describe how device firmware can be verified in a trustworthy manner. These failures show that
the initial state of firmware EEs is widely affected by the update process.

6.2 Usability and Adoptability Issues
In addition to security issues, there might also be other factors that affect hardware security support
being adopted and applied by users. While attacks/vulnerabilities directly cause a hardware feature
to fail its purpose, if users are reluctant to make use of a new hardware security feature it may not
even get the chance to function, hence losing popularity or even being removed. In this section, we
review some common factors affecting adoptability and usability that people from either academia
or industry have discussed or expressed opinions about.
Cost. The cost involved in adopting a new hardware security feature is always a key problem,
which could be either monetary or in other forms. For example, the error correction code (ECC)
memory that can detect and correct data corruption can effectively prevent certain types of memory
attacks that can exploit physical memory corruption errors (e.g., Rowhammer [178]). However,
adoption of ECC requires more budget not only for the more expensive ECC memory sticks but
also for corresponding compatible CPUs and motherboards.
Porting/manufacturer barriers. Adoption of new hardware security features needs to deal
with technical incompatibility and manufacturers’ business models. For instance, most of the
TEEs require code changes/rewrite and certain research proposals aim to ease porting effort, e.g.,
Panoply [144] can help partition an existing application for SGX. On the other hand, Intel requires
commercial SGX users to be licensed [79] for using Intel’s attestation services which cannot be
implemented by a third party (unsupported by the CPU hardware). Similarly, ARM TrustZone also
faces adoptability challenges. For developers to benefit from TrustZone’s protection, they must
be granted access by device manufacturers to use the secure world TEE OS, which is usually not
possible for individual developers, not to mention the TrustZone TEE OS is rather vendor-specific
and closed. Although there are proposals to allow TrustZone to be open for individual application
developers [74], such proposals have not seen adoption by commercial manufacturers.
Efficiency. As with software, added hardware/firmware features often also come with performance
overhead. Intel MPX was first available as an extension in the Skylake series of CPUs, while
unfortunately it was not widely adopted due to significant overheads (50% on average [127]) in the
second-level table for storing pointer boundary addresses, and was eventually removed by common
development tool-chains like GCC 9 [99].
Correctness. The implementation of new hardware security features can also be buggy. After Intel
TSX was shipped as a hardware extension to Broadwell and Haswell CPUs, a bug was found in
the hardware that caused TSX instructions to result in unpredictable system behavior [83], and a
later microcode update patch from the Intel directly disabled TSX. Such incidents may affect users’
overall confidence in hardware security support in general.

12These VSCs are device commands sent through the SATA or NVMe interface.
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although there has been a trend to turn to hardware support for security purposes that can be
dated back to the early days of computers, we have not seen a systematic study of how such support
contributed to improving security and its advantages/disadvantages, which is the goal of this survey.
By coarsely categorizing hardware support into execution modes, extensions to the modes and
co-processors, and modeling the protection target as execution environments (EEs) with initial state
correctness, runtime protection and input/output protection, we examined the following as three re-
search questions: how each category of hardware support achieves secure execution, with firmware
EEs and TEEs discussed in detail; how hardware support is applied in various security solutions;
and what attack vectors hardware still suffers from, as well as other usability/adoptability issues.
We could see that while hardware possesses obvious advantages, caution should be exercised

when designing or applying hardware security features. For example, almost all hardware features
rely on firmware at least implicitly, while very often, either firmware memory protection is not
treated differently from software, or intrinsic attack vectors like side channels also apply to firmware,
rendering the reliant hardware feature vulnerable. Moreover, each type of hardware support (e.g.,
modes vs. co-processors) has its advantages and disadvantages, and thus, it highly depends on the
desired security purpose as to which type to use, usually in combination, as opposed to considering
hardware to be one universal security solution. It was also observed that research proposals are a
driving factor for commodity hardware features as seen from such proposals paving the way for
later introduction of the features. We hope this survey could cast some light on the relationship
between securing program execution and introducing hardware support to achieve it, and where
improvements can be made, further to the increasing quantity.
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